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VIGA  TAIL  INSTALLATION  USING  THE 
SADDLE-SHIM  REPAIR  METHOD 

Alternative Remodel Method 

 
Saddle-Shim Repair Method Details: 

 AZ FAUX BEAMS Viga Tails manufactured from closed cell expanded foam offer a 
stylish and cost effective repair solution for rotten and decayed viga beams. Unfortunately, the 
manufacturer’s suggested installation method has limitations if the viga deterioration is 
extensive. For these instances, an alternative viga tail installation method can be used. This 
procedure does not require cutting off the existing viga beam but instead uses it along with 
wooden saddle-shims to add additional strength and support for the entire viga tail projecting out 
from a building. 

 

Before and After Photographs: 

 The first step to using the saddle-shim repair method begins when ordering the viga tails 
from AZ FAUX BEAMS. The viga tails are hollow and will be fitted over the existing viga 
beams thus they will need to be larger in diameter than the existing vigas. For the following 
photographs the existing viga beams were approximately 10 inches in diameter and replaced 
with viga tails 13 inches in diameter (see Photos Nos. 1-6). Note: prior to starting the project it is 
recommended that a viga tail be brought to the local hardware store and color-matched. Both the 
viga tail and adjacent wall will require painting touch-up following installation of the viga tail. 



 

Photo No. 1 (Before Photo – Garage) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Photo No. 2 (After Photo – Garage) 



 

Photo No. 3 (Before Photo – West Wing) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Photo No. 4 (After Photo – West Wing) 



 

Photo No. 5 (Before Photo – East Wing) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Photo No. 6 (After Photo – East Wing) 

 

Saddle-Shim Fabrication: 

 Fabrication of the saddle-shims can be accomplished using powered hand tools but is 
much easier and faster if there is access to a band saw, a table-mounted disc sander, and a drum 
sander (drill press drum sander attachment is acceptable). For this repair method two saddle-
shims were fabricated for each viga tail (see Photo Nos. 7 and 8). Their installed locations on 
each viga beam were 1) nearest to the wall of the building (designated the “wall shim” and 
corresponding to the open end of the viga tail) and 2) nearer to the end of the viga beam 
(designated the “end shim” and corresponding to the closed end of the viga tail. (see Photo No. 
9). Note: Photo No. 9 shows the viga tail and it’s respective saddle-shims upside down from the 
final installation configuration. Also note that the maximum viga tail wall thickness will be 
located at the 12 o’clock location when installed over the viga beam. 

 



 

Photo No. 7 (End Shim (left) and Wall Shim (right) End View) 

(note slight taper of each shim and holes for deck screws) 

 



 

Photo No. 8 (End Shim (left) and Wall Shim (right) ¾ View) 

(note slight taper of each shim and holes for deck screws) 

 



 

Photo No. 9 (Upside View of Viga Tail Showing Position of Wall and End Saddle-Shims) 

 

To fabricate the saddle shims, measurements are taken of the viga beam diameter, viga 
tail inside diameter (I.D.) (open end location), and viga tail I.D. (closed end location). Note that 
the wall thickness of the viga tail can be as little as ¼ inch near the open end, gradually 
thickening towards the closed end (see Photo No. 10).  



 

Photo No. 10 (Wall Thickness Variations in a Viga Tail) 

 

The closed end I.D. will be approximately 1 1/4 inches less than the open end I.D. 
because of the viga tail molding process. Typically, the open and closed end I.D. will be the 
same dimension, respectfully, for each viga tail if only one size of viga tail is ordered. It is best 
to measure each viga tail, however, to ensure accuracy when fabricating the saddle-shims. As 
noted in Photo Nos.7 and 8 the wall shim sits higher than the end shim to accommodate the 
decreased wall thickness of the viga tail. To determine the height of the wall shim, H(wall), the 
viga beam’s diameter is subtracted from the viga tail’s open end I.D. The height of the end shim, 
H(end), will be equal to the viga beam diameter subtracted from the viga tail’s closed end I.D. 
After obtaining the viga beam diameter, the viga tail I.D. (open and closed end), and calculating 
the shim height, (H(wall) and H(end)), a cardboard template set (designated WALL SHIM and 
END SHIM) are made using a compass and ruler (see Photo No. 11). For this repair method it 
was decided to use pressure-treated 2x6 lumber for fabricating the saddle-shims so the templates 
should be sized accordingly for the width of the lumber. Also, viga beam diameters for a 
building can vary by as much as 1 ½ inches so be prepared to generate a number of template sets. 
After transferring the shape of each template to the 2x6 the saddle-shims are cut out using a band 



saw. Final sizing of the shims to the viga tail I.D. (wall and end locations) and the viga beam 
diameter is accomplished using the disc and drum sanders. To provide better contact where each 
saddle-shim contacts the viga tail I.D. it is recommended that a slight taper be applied to each 
shim (see Photo Nos. 7 and 8). 

 

 

Photo No. 11 (Saddle-Shim Template Set) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dry-Fitting the Saddle Shims: 

 Place the wall and end shims on top of the viga beam (without using adhesive) to 
facilitate dry-fitting the viga tail over the viga beam (see Photo Nos. 12 and 13). At this time it 
should be determined where to locate the position of two 3 ½ inch countersunk-head deck screws 
that will be used to attach each saddle-shim to the viga beam. The deck screws should be located 
such that they will be driven into an area of the viga beam that contains sound wood. Also note 
in Photo Nos. 12 and 13 that the viga beam was shortened by approximately 1 ½ inches to 
provide clearance with the internal length of the viga tail.  

 

 

Photo No. 12 (Saddle-Shim Installation Top View) 

 (note deck screw locations and shortening of viga beam) 

 



 

Photo No. 13 (Saddle-Shim Installation Bottom View) 

(note deck screw locations and shortening of viga beam) 

 

Dry-Fitting the Viga Tail: 

With the saddle-shims in place (without using adhesive) place the viga tail over the viga 
beam. As discussed previously the viga tail may sometimes contain an area in which the wall 
thickness is significantly less than other areas. It is recommended that this thinner area be located 
at the 6 o’clock location when installing the viga tail to ensure that the greatest wall thickness is 
located at the 12 o’clock location. This orientation will, over time, minimize the potential for 
viga tail penetration by weather effects, pecking birds, etc. When dry-fitting the viga tail the fit 
should be a little loose (approximately 1/4" inch of play with the saddle shims) and tight against 
the adjacent wall. Ensure that the viga tail is parallel to the ground and has an acceptable 
appearance.  

 



Potential Problems When Dry-Fitting the Viga Tail: 

Two conditions that can affect the fit of the viga tail are 1) the viga beam is not straight 
and 2) varying stucco thickness of the adjacent wall. To correct for Condition 1 a belt sander is 
used to remove material from the viga beam that is adversely affecting viga tail fit-up. Photo No. 
14 shows a viga beam that was initially pointed downwards and the results of belt-sanding to 
remove material at the 5 to 7 o’clock location. 

 

 

Photo No. 14 (Removal of Material from Lower Viga Beam, 5 to 7 o’clock location) 

 

To verify that Condition 2 exists, the viga tail will not appear to be parallel to the ground, 
pointing upwards when dry-fitted onto the viga beam and placed in full contact with the adjacent 
wall. During attempts to properly orient the viga tail a slight gap will open up between the viga 
tail and the adjacent wall at the 10 to 2 o’clock location. This gap is due to less stucco being 
applied to the upper areas of the wall, a common construction practice. To compensate for this 
condition material must be removed from the open end of the viga tail to allow the viga tail to fit 



flush against the adjacent wall. Using a belt sander remove the required amount of material from 
the viga tail at the 10 to 2 o’clock location to achieve the desired results (see Photo No. 15). 

 

 

Photo No. 15 (Removal of Material from Viga Tail, 2 to 10 o’clock location) 

 

Installation of the Saddle-Shims: 

 Using a waterproof construction adhesive and deck screws install the saddle-shims. When 
selecting the proper adhesive insure that it will adhere to the viga tail material, the wood viga 
beam, and the stucco wall. The adhesive should also be paintable, therefore, silicone adhesives 
are not recommended. A suggested adhesive is Liquid Nails Exterior Heavy Duty Construction 
Adhesive available at Home Depot. Approximately 1 ½ tubes of adhesive will be required to 
completely install each viga tail so plan accordingly when purchasing materials at the hardware 
store.  



 Photo No. 16 shows the final installation of saddle-shims on a row of viga beams. In 
Photo No. 17 a third saddle-shim was fabricated and all three rotated slightly to the right during 
installation to enable the deck screws to be driven into sound wood. This third shim was added 
due to the lack of viga beam support directly underneath the shims at the 10 to 2 o’clock 
location. Use approximately 1/2 tube of adhesive when installing the saddle shims.  

 

 

Photo No. 16 (Installation of Saddle-Shims on Garage) 

(note shortening of viga beams) 



 

Photo No. 17 (Installation of a Third Saddle-Shim) 

(note slight rotation of shims to the right and deck screw locations) 

 

Installation of the Viga Tail: 

 Allow 24 hours for the saddle-shim adhesive to dry. Dry-fit the viga tail over the viga 
beam. There should be approximately 1/8 inch of play with the saddle shims and the viga tail 
should fit tight against the adjacent wall. If the fit and overall appearance of the viga tail is not 
acceptable light belt sanding of the viga beam and/or saddle shims might be required. Slight gaps 
between the viga tail and adjacent wall are acceptable as this will be sealed afterwards with 
construction adhesive. Remove the viga tail. At the 12 o’clock location measure the distance 
between the wall and the middle of the wall shim. Transfer this measurement to the 12 o’clock 
location of the viga tail. Drill a pilot hole through the viga tail with a 1/16 inch drill. This hole 
will be required for a 2 inch countersunk deck screw that will be used to attach the viga tail to the 
wall shim during final assembly.  



 Liberally apply adhesive to the top of each bridge-shim. Apply also to the open end of the 
viga tail where it will fit up against the adjacent wall. Finally add a large dab of adhesive to the 
inside of the viga tail closed end at the 6 o’clock location. This final dab will allow for adhesion 
of the lower end of the viga beam to the viga tail. Approximately 1 tube of adhesive is 
recommended for installation of the viga tail. Position the viga tail over the viga beam and press 
firmly towards the wall. Allow any excess adhesive to ooze out between the viga tail and 
adjacent wall. When the desired position and overall appearance of the viga tail is obtained drive 
the 2 inch deck screw into the wall shim using the previously drilled pilot hole. Wipe away any 
excess adhesive between the viga tail and adjacent wall. Cover the head of the deck screw and 
fill any remaining gaps between the viga tail and adjacent wall with adhesive (see Photo No.18). 
Allow 24 hours for the adhesive to dry before touch-up painting of the viga tail and adjacent 
wall. 

 

 

Photo No. 18 (Installation of Viga Tail Prior to Touch-Up Painting) 

(note deck screw at 12 o’clock location) 


